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Pieces testing boundaries between art and design. Left to right: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3.

Views of Marble Hall atrium.

Concept studies.

North-facing view in final model.

The challenge of creating public space
that can be just as responsive to
and influential over it’s inhabitants as
private space seems resolved through
the navigation of movement and
moment.

Abstract
Reason for writing. The space of confusion and possibility
where the practices of art and design collide seems to be in
a constant amoebic state. This place of shared influence and
growth seems to pervade not only the intersection of these
two disciplines, but within interior design, the intersection
of people and space. How can the boundaries between an
interior space and it’s inhabitants be as richly embedded with
tension and opportunity as the edges where art and design
meet? Like art and design, how can a space and it’s visitors
interact to affect one another?
Problem + Methodology: This project explores these questions
in a context mindful of their origin: The Virginia Museum of Fine
Arts. The design proposal of inserting a fashion wing into the
VMFA’s existing context evolves from research and process
work across art, design, and architecture, from the scale of the
building to the scale of a seat.
Results + Implications: The challenge of creating public
space that can be just as responsive to and influential over
it’s inhabitants as private space seems resolved through the
navigation of movement and moment. Finding value in an
unscripted discovery of a space and the ownership of private
experiences, offers a way to feel engaged with and connected
to a space that doesn’t rely on object ownership or territorial
comfort. This solution does rely, however, on inhabitants
capable of being present and responsive to their environment,
allowing other visitor’s interactions with the space and their
individual path through the exhibits to affect their perceptions
of and connectedness with the design.
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orientation

12 Folding study: one model, 6 orientations.

32”

32”
160

151

160

151

Code Overlay
Construction Type
Type 1-A Non-Combustible
Use + Occupancy
Assembly Group A-3
Area + Height Limitations
Unlimited Area, Height limitation to 6 stories/55’
Level three

32”

32”
160

151

160

151

160

Fire Rating of Structural Elements + Assemblies
Primary Structural Frame: 3
Bearing Walls (Interior + Exterior): 3
Non-bearing Walls and Partitions (Interior): 0
Floor Construction and Associated Secondary Members: 2
Roof Construction and Associated Secondary Members: 1.5

32”

32”
151

160

Fire Suppression System + Types
Partial automatic sprinkler system except level 2+ 3 galleries

151

Accessibility Requirements
Elevators Complying with Section 1007.4
Occupancy Load
Maximum Occupancy Level 3: 83
Maximum Occupancy Level 4: 113
Number of Bathrooms + Fixtures
4 Bathrooms, 9 Fixtures
Number of Drinking Fountains
4

Key

Elevator Symbol
Exit Symbol
Exit Sign

Level two
0’

14

24’

Egress Plans

A
B

C

A Egress Door Width
B Max. Occupants Permitted
C Max. Occupants Exiting

Manifesto

Evolution of folding studies into object.

“There is only experience and its decay.” Geoffrey Sonnabend.
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Process. Product. Experience.
Design can become a rote obligation to program and beauty,
when void of the complexity and momentum that a voracious
exploration of ideas creates. These ideas can emerge from
a program, a site, a space, the people being served, the
material(s) being used, light… They allow a chair to be a
womb, and a comfortable place to sit. They allow an exhibition
to be a weaving, and a place to see cultural objects clearly.
They allow a designer to feel that his or her work is about a
process of discovery rather than just a delivery of expectations.
During the design process, a symbiosis emerges between
ideas and the design elements (program, context, form, light,
space, materials, system of construction, and structure) where
they explore, challenge, and manifest themselves through
one another. This exchange is where momentum, beauty,
and future design questions begin to be generated, and past
design questions may recur. This process allows wealthy ideas
to evolve: ideas simultaneously about something greater than
the sum of a project’s parts, and also about something much
smaller, and simpler than the whole of a project.

2.1 Getting under your skin.

2.2 Affecting the skin.

2.3 Object versus body.

Fashion and private architecture use
ownership and intimacy to quickly
absorb into and affect one another.
How can public interiors fold visitors
into their spaces so they may be
second skins for one-another?

Thesis Statement
She was skin and bone.
I finished by the skin of my teeth.
He is thick skinned.
I have thin skin.
It made me jump out of my skin.
She saved my skin.
There’s more than one way to skin a cat.
Beauty is only skin deep.
It gets under my skin.
It affects me deeply.
How can public interior architecture “get under the skin” of it’s
users/wearers?
Shirt
Coat
Sheet
You
Wall
Screen
Shade
Home
Here
This
Us
Now
How do those clothed in a second skin adopt it to their needs
and affect the skin itself?
Excuse me,
are you a thing?
Do you like to move
and sit and think
just the way
you like to move
and sit and think?
Or do you like the company
the compromise the touch
of nesting in this skin
as one?
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Do objects in a space constitute another body in the second
skin or are they part of that skin?

Project Statement + Context
West of downtown Richmond, and North of the James
River, the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts sits between the Fan
District and Cary Town. The VMFA demarcates the beginning
of the Museum District, and as the largest public building
sited amidst mostly residential dwellings, the museum and
its terraced grounds have evolved into a park, of sorts,
for the surrounding neighborhoods. Growing through five
additions since its original establishment in 1936, the Marble
Hall, located on levels two and three of the 1985 West Wing
addition, houses the scope of this project: a new fashion wing.
At over 55,000 square feet on two levels, the designed
portion will span a 15,000 square foot area of this wing.
This renovation will support 12,000 sq.ft....... of permanent
collection gallery space interwoven with event space for
runway and trunk shows. An additional 3,000 sq.ft.. of retail
space for designers involved in the fashion exhibits, as well as
auxiliary designers,will also be developed.
There are three strong opportunities forming from this
particular collision of site and program. The site asks for
an engagement of its dominating structural axes with the
programmatic needs for procession and pause. There also
is a new conversation regarding how the Marble Hall and the
rest of the VMFA hold onto one another. Finally, this union of
program and site facilitate a dialogue about the boundaries,
and roles of art and design in enriching experiences of culture.
This project will explore a language of fashion in crossdisciplinary making and architecture. It will look for ways
to make spaces that engage their objects and occupants
to question experience and connection. There will be
investigations of material and movement that discuss
boundaries and how one might be able to wear a space or be
worn by it.

City
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Neighborhood

Property

View of Virginia Museum of Fine Arts from Hanover Street and Mulberry Street.

3.1 Folded skin.

3.2 Skin and structure.

Project Goals
The Taxonomy + and Interplay of skins + people.
First Skin.
It gets under my skin.
It affects me deeply.
Your skin is regarded as the protector of both your physical
and emotional self, implying that what’s most precious is
beneath this layer. It’s also the largest organ you have that
gets to touch and be touched by both your environment and
your insides. It is a critical element of your sensory system
that allows you to interact with other people, objects, and
spaces to understand them. A layer that simultaneously
protects and absorbs, insulates and feels sensations, it is
always responding to both your body’s internal and external
conditions. In this way, your first skin is about protecting you,
helping you experience and understand your environment, and
forming a portion of your identity. The wrinkles, moles, scars,
tints, hairs, and stretch marks that your skin holds compose a
unique topographic identity. Not only is this part of your identity
affected by what it houses internally and what it encounters in
the environment, but it also has the ability to affect its internal
and external landscapes. This notion encourages the idea that
secondary skins should have this same dynamic functioning
where their own structure and the spaces on either side mold
one another.
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Second Skin.
Many designers of the most intimate second skin, fashion,
challenge identity formation and growth through material
selections, forms, construction methods, and use. A
clothing piece and its wearer can be equally affected by
one another through use, just as fashion and its external
environment can have an interplay of identity modification.
An architectural second skin should be designed to create
these same opportunities for interaction and identity growth
with the objects and people inside this skin and outside of
it. This relationship of identity formation seems much more
established with fashion and private architecture and interiors
where ownership and intimacy create a directness and speed
of absorption of one into another. So how can one design
public spaces where this same exchange of identity evolution
is possible? How can an architectural second skin spur identity
reflection and change between its self and its internal and
external visitors? Specifically, how can the interiors of these
skins and their temporary inhabitants cause one another to
question, grow, or modify their identities and experiences?

site analysis

24 Studies looking for concepts inherent in the site.

Evolution

From left to right: Original museum (4.1), East facade with 1954 and 1970 additions,
West Wing, and Northwest corner of 2010 McGlothlin addition.

From 1885-1941, the grounds of the current VMFA were
home to the R. E. Lee Camp, No 1. Offering a refuge to ailing
members of the Confederacy, over the years it was home to
almost 3,000 veterans. The original VMFA was built in 1936 as
shown below opposed with the current expanse of the site.

1985

4.2 Original Museum.

Project Site

2010

1970
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1936

Original
Museum

1954

1976

Demolished

4.3 Google Maps view from 2014.

Light

10am: the museum opens to the public.
The Marble Hall receives only indirect, cool morning light.

Noon: the museum is open to the public.
The Marble Hall receives its strongest overhead direct light
from the two skylights, and begins receiving direct light in the
South-West facing stairwells.

4pm: the museum is open to the public.
The Marble Hall receives its strongest direct light into the
south-west facing stair wells. The light reaches back into
adjacent rooms. The skylights receive both direct and indirect,
depending on the time of year.

Structure
Rhythm.
Collision.
The structural column grid connects to create 24’ rhythms
both north-south and east-west through all levels of the Marble
Hall. The central joint, where the primary North-South and
East-West axes collide disrupts this rhythm, creating a tighter
10’ span. The exposed limestone-clad columns set at 45
degree angle throughout the west wing also suggest a strong
45 degree grid in the space. How both patterns be interwoven
to created new griding patterns that honor the 45 degree
presence without being obliged to it? How can the space be
re-routed without dismantling any of the structural members?
How can difficult 45 degree inside corners be gracefully
addressed?

5.1 Fashion of structure, from 3-D printing.
Opposite: view inside Marble Hall atrium at columns where
primary axes collide.
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Proportions

Relationship of axis volume to West Wing.

Expanding the Grid.
Pushing the existing relationships of large to small and low to
high, this study looks for overlays of larger grids, and overlaps
of related proportions. How can these new intersections
suggest deviance from the 45 degree grid? How they help
with new spatial compositions that create a human scale in the
space?

Most intimate space. View of glass-enclosed stair with sloped ceiling.

Mid-scale space. View of service space connecting glass stairs.

Largest two-story space. View of Marble Hall atrium.

Models of relationship between the Marble Hall atrium and the McGlothlin Wing atrium.

Circulation
Entry.
Axes.
Maintaining axes for orientation to both the internal and
external environment are the primary organizer of this evolving
building. Where materials, methods of construction, and form
have changed between additions, the current iteration of
the VMFA helps create a ‘whole’ through the use of strong
axes throughout the building. Also having the moments to
visually connect to outside through sight or light is critical to
challenging the vault-like nature of the museum.
The exploration of axes helped to develop an understanding
of the Marble Hall and McGlothlin Wing Atrium comparisons.
Finding the Marble Hall’s place in the VMFA as an opportunity
for privacy and intimacy within the building, a feeling of being
nestled and grounded in the museum, evokes the analogy of
being a piece of clothing. How can this place in the museum
being more intimate support one’s ability to identity-reflect?
Does the feeling of the surprise cavity need to be maintained
for these feelings or can it be manipulated to remove the
current feeling of emptiness?
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Parti model of the Marble Hall atrium.

Partis
Procession.
Meander.
Growing from the circulation studies, the parti diagrams help to
understand both the primary gesture through the space and
the interactions of the axes. The further studies looking at the
parti relationships between the building as a whole and the
West Wing, bring up recurring questions of entry, intersection
and layers. The most important of these discoveries highlights
the opposition between Marble Hall atrium and McGlothlin
atrium again. From the original East entry, a controlled
procession moves you into the Marble Hall, whereas entry
from the new North wing encourages meandering, divergence,
and discovery. How can this design also intersect these
two methods of arrival and movement? How can the space
maintain a structured circulation that allows for individual
exploration?
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6.1 A single fold.
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Concepts
Layers.
Arrival.
Thank god for watercolors, a large brush, and my unfamiliarity
with them. They’ve been the best tool to nudge me towards
simplicity and to allow discoveries to happen separate from
my guided thoughts. While this series seemed to also talk
about circulation, joints, and space in the VMFA and West
Wing, the recurrence of ideas about entry and layers was most
pervasive.
In a building of vaults where there is a series of arrivals during a
visit, these watercolors were first to bring up the importance of
these moments mid-building. How can these moments impact
the rest of your journey through the building? How can they
make you feel more or less a part of the space? How can you
be in a space before you even realize you’ve arrived?

7.1 Layering in fashion literature.

Columns. From left to right: Evan’s Court, Tapestry Hall, Best Cafe, Egyptian
Hall, and Marble Hall atrium.

Continuity.
Multiplicity.
In some ways it seems to be the presence of art that makes
the VMFA the most unified. The adaptation of the interiors
to the exhibits and the architectural choices of a half-dozen
firms, bring about a cacophony of imagery and structure as
you move through the building. The divergence of materiality in
the West Wing, in particular, drives the feeling of discord in the
overall museum experience.
How can this design source the languages and materials
already present in the museum to weave the West Wing into
the rest of the structure?

Stairs. From left to right: McGlothlin Wing lantern, McGlothlin Wing, Evan’s
Court, Marble Hall glass-enclosure and Marble Hall atrium.
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Overhead lighting. From left to right: Mellon Collection, Tapestry Hall, Evan’s Court,
McGlothlin Wing atrium, and Marble Hall atrium.

program

44 Exploring connection through joints.

Collection
Retail
Event

Scope
Display. Display. Display.
Experience + Identity.
Recognizing the importance of human presence early, these
program studies discuss both the primary spatial and experiential
needs. Two crucial elements unfold here: the need to understand
the overlap and uniqueness of the ‘display’ in the three spaces,
and the need to find how the primary experiences in each space
can engage identity.
Collection: 12,000 sq. ft.
Spaces:
Clothing Display
Shoe Display
Accessory Display
Circulation
Furnishings: display elements for objects, display protection,
resting place
Lighting: way-finding, circulation, object
Other MEP: video, headset, audio
Other: image display
Event: 2,150 sq. ft. (within the Collection)
Spaces:
Runway
Audience Seating
Photo/Video Space
Circulation
Furnishings: seating for audience, distinction of runway
Lighting: circulation for guests, illumination of models, illumination
of other objects, event elements
Other MEP: audio system
Retail: 3,000 sq.ft.
Specialty Item Display
Sizing/Stock Display
Stock Room
Purchase Area
Dressing Room
Waiting Area
Circulation
Furnishings: display elements for objects, resting place (customer +
employee),
Lighting: object, general, dressing room, storage, purchase,
storefront
Other MEP: cash register, audio, security
46

Possible Shared Spaces: Stock Room, Purchase Area, Dressing
Room, Waiting Area, Circulation

Adjacencies
Un-naming the program.
Re-learning the program.
Communicating the program.
The Continuum.
The primary three components to this program kept asking
to be organized on continuums. Here, they are continuums
of time, sensory interaction, growth, and movement. These
scales for measuring and understanding fed the expansion
of the organizing principles for design development. Most
critically, this original mapping of sensory interaction sprouted
the touchable/untouchable design organizer that became so
critical to exploring the idea of second skins. How can your
proximity to parts of your environment affect your experience
and awareness?

Concepts
Movement. Joint. Vault.
Object. Space. People.
These first explorations of concept in the program extracted
several clear and important understandings of the program
rather than a route to design for it. First, every element of the
program is object-centric, leaving the mediation of space
and people to answer the needs of the objects present. The
challenge will be to see how in creating a second skin, these
object can absorb into or help challenge the identities of the
interior architecture and the visitors.
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Suspending

Folding

Weaving

Hooking

Clasping

Ways of Being Held.
This study pulls from the language of fashion to see how the
program could inform concept on the next iterations of plan
explorations. Setting rules for time, size, and materials, each
of these cubes models different ways of ‘being held’ that exist
in fashion. In every iteration, the gray chipboard is holding the
cream project board.
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8.1 Skins two sides: skin holding object and
skin holding person.

Folding.
Growing.
This study explored building thickness with layering + folding,
looking for implications for elevation changes in the runway or
exhibits.
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Plane to Volume.
The shift from two-dimensional to three-dimensional folding
developed a new language of interacting with both space
and object. Creating new ways of understanding about how
vertical and horizontal volumes can collide, this began the
language of intersecting forms present in the final model.

10.1 The transition of a fold, from volume to plane.

10.2 Folding with movement for structure.

Skin.
What obligation do the inner and outer skins have to one
another? In some situations, they are two sides of the same
thing. Are interior skins really protecting the outside from our
built interior environment?

60
11.1 Unwrapping the skin.

11.2 Skin in fashion by boundary testing and textile design.

case studies
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12.1

Concept
People.
Object.
Space (Skin).
The Guggenheim and the Exeter Library both rose questions
about the organization of people, objects, and space, and the
movement around and through them. The central atrium of
space both reflect the current space in the Marble Hall, but the
way people move around the space and circulate vertically in
these case studies suggests alternative paths.
In part from the program of both of these studies, and in part
from the design’s intent, the structure of these three elements
keeps each having its defined space with points of interaction,
rather than a mingling of people and object. In the VMFA, the
program has the opportunity to intermingle people and object
in interesting and complex ways that can engage the ideas of
identity, boundary, and the second skin.
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The Guggenheim Museum by Frank Lloyd Wright.

Exeter Library by Louis Kahn.

Conceptual overlap with object-space-people.

Conceptual overlap with object-space-people.

Built for an uninterrupted absorption in viewing art, the
spiraled circulation and expanding vaulted space discuss
how a person’s movement can connect object (art) with
space (atrium), in a third space, invisible to the plan, where a
person pauses, overhanging the railing to engage the atrium.

Concentric rings of person, books, person, space form a plan
and section rich with structure from object, space + use. The
material changes and careful mediation of light also reveal
ideas pertinent to the program of this design.

13.1 The Guggenheim Museum exterior.

13.2 The Guggenheim Museum atrium.

13.3. Exeter Library diagram from plan and section.

13.4. Exeter Library views of the study
cubbies (top) and atrium (bottom).

Site + Program
Slow House by Diller + Scafidio

Unfolding Architecture by Chuck Hoberman

Site interest in entry, view-shaping, procession + pause.

Programmatic interest in modifiable space: considering
transient nature of event space.

Unbuilt, Slow House, was intended to be a residential dwelling
whose entry was only as wide as a door, and grew to a
picture window wall with a view of the ocean. This controlled
movement and expansion into space has valuable insight to
circulation and procession and the controlled view and live
video feed of the outdoors speaks to the objectification of
beauty in ways relate-able to fashion.

14.1. Slow House model and diagram over drawings.

Whether unfolding surface architecture or unfolding truss
architecture, these developments in engineering both object
and structure speak the programmatic needs for growth
and compression of space, as well as the conceptual
considerations of folding seen in the site’s structure and in the
fashion content of the program.

14.2. Diagram over folding models.

developing the space

70 Study model of central intersecting axes.

Testing the West Wing
The primary testing adjacencies, concepts, and movement to
narrow the scope of design within the West Wing.
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Holding + Folding: The Three Spaces..
The first series focuses on using the conceptual work of
folding and connecting from the program, while honoring
original ideas about adjacencies and movement. What is most
critical to the organization of space?

Scheme 1
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Scheme 2

Folding

Clasping

Folding + Clasping
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Scheme 3

C

B

A
View A, in model and sketch.

View B, in model and sketch.

View C, in model and sketch.

Scheme 4

Pop-up runway concept models and drawings.

Identity + Organizer: The Runway
The second series begins to test the runway as the organizer
of space. Can it move? Can it grow? Conceptual studies of
folding, layering, and second skins are questioned here. The
evolution of this series concludes that the runway itself may
not need to organize, but rather the relationship of the runway,
or implied runway, to adjacent space should organize

80

82

Scheme 1

Scheme 2

84

Scheme 3

86

Scheme 4

Scheme 5

15.1 Sketches and installation view of fashion growing space.
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Scheme 6

Scheme 7

16.1 Folded form.

Scheme 8

16.2 Folded wrapping.

16.3 Folded structure.

Scheme 9
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Scheme 10
Folding studies.

17.1 Display study in the Castlevecchio.

17.2 Display study with light and space
making.

Scheme 11
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Axes + Weaving: Building Inside-Out

18.1 Evolving program of needs and response through layering.

The third series is built by mediating the volume of the atrium,
asking the runway and collection to absorb into one another,
and asking vertical circulation to be more than just a stair. How
can structure and layering move someone through the space?

Ideas of interweaving use and space.
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Rhythmic axis in the Fan and Museum District neighborhoods.

Scheme 1

98
Views of model build-out inside the atrium space.

Scheme 2

100
Views of model build-out inside the atrium space.

102
Scheme 3

104

final iteration

106 Mezzanine view in final iteration model.

Structure + Movement: The Wrap
The pattern generated from this drawing and models
about wrapping and unfolding help create the methods of
construction and operation used to build the final space. The
existing structure guided thickness and scale, and the existing
intersection of axes built the central wrap in the space. From
this original gesture, the rest of the space grew or was carved
away. Decisions were based upon honoring and orienting one
to the axes, offering multiple paths of movement, and shaping
views or spatial interaction that could encourage a pause.
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Concept models of wrapping. Overleaf: image of the central runway with interconnected model display stands and seating.

110

View of final iteration model exterior West facade layered with image of the existing building.

Collection
Retail
Runway
112

North-Facing Section.

114

South-Facing Section.

Moving Through the Space
Views moving from the North entry, through the retail space,
and ending at the “touch wall” location where a touchable
material display would hang from the wall, and people would
gather on the folding light box seats in the plan.

Views moving from the terrace, through the glass stair, through
the collection along a path of the runway, and ending at the
movable folding screen at the edge of the retail space.

Views from the South entry moving through the collection
along the primary axis, up the East entry stair to the
mezzanine, and wrapping back up the mezzanine stair to the
upper level collection.

Views moving through the upper level, from the glass stair,
through the collection with suspended exhibits from the
overhead box, along the original catwalk, to the lookout
window facing West over the mezzanine towards the exterior.

Resolving the Skin
How can public interior architecture “get under the skin” of it’s
users/wearers?
First Skin: Resolution through self-directed navigation and
ownership of moments rather than objects.

Above: Walking man’s forward-facing view.
Below: Woman’s view overlooking the central
intersecting axes.

124

Opposite: Soffit following the runway on the lower level,
becomes the bridge connecting the mezzanine to the
upper level. Retail displays hover below the skylight
across the atrium space.

How do those clothed in a second skin adopt it to their needs
and affect the skin itself?
Second Skin: Resolution through folding of views and space;
blending visitors with exhibits.

Moments with framed views of the exhibits and space and of
other people exploring them,
Opposite: Lower level runway show with models approaching
the glass stair. Sheep from the adjacent Mellon Collection is
perched within the new space.
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Do objects in a space constitute another body in the second
skin or are they part of that skin?
Object: If interaction with the object is continuous with how
you wear the space, it is part of that skin.

Opposite: View in the retail space of the dressing rooms and
display counter, with mannequin display in the foreground.
Below: Evolution of folding studies into space and object.
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Materials
Materials existing within or around the site to be pulled into the
interior for color, makeup, pattern, or form.
Furniture and object developed as an extension of idea and
concept.
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132

Color from the existing site.
Color from the existing site, shown proportionally to the
amount incorporated into the space.

134

Materials from the existing site, shown proportionally to the
amount incorporated into the space.

Objects for the space from conceptual explorations of folding,
interaction, movement, and light.
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Folding lounge and light box used in the collection. Usable for either seating or display in five
orientations, four are shown here, followed by a detail image of it lit from within.

Carved wooden hanger as model for retail portion of the exhibit.

Folding seat study explored how a single seat can be used
in combination with other to create varying levels of intimacy.
Clockwise: Side-by-side/Private, Back-to-back/Private,
Loveseat/Semi-Private, Back-to-backrest/Intimate, Side-byside/Intimate, and Back-to-back/Semi-Private.

Exhibit
mOb/Storefront for Community Design.
Richmond, Virginia.
August 2014.
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skin
skin
skin
skin
skin
skin
skin

Orientation

Presentation board one, 36” x 72”.

Britta LeAnne Bielak

Second skins in interior architecture: the Virginia Museum of Fine Art Fashion Wing
Fashion and private architecture use ownership and intimacy to quickly absorb into and affect one another.
How can public interiors fold visitors into their spaces so they may be second skins for one-another?

Program Diagrams

1
2

1985

Project Site

2010

1970

1936

Original
Museum

First Skin

She was skin and bone.
I finished by the skin of my teeth.
He is thick skinned.
I have thin skin.
It made me jump out of my skin.
She saved my skin.
There’s more than one way to skin a cat.
Beauty is only skin deep.
It gets under my skin.
It affects me deeply.

How can public interior architecture
“get under the skin” of it’s users/wearers?

skin
skin

Second Skin
Shirt
Coat
Sheet
You

1976

Demolished

Axes Colliding: Procession meets Meander

skin
object
Leanie van der Vyver
+ Rene van der Berg.
Scary Beautiful.

skin
skin

Tess Giberson. Structure 1.
Collection 2003-2004.

Carlo Scarpa.
Castlevecchio Plan.

Evolution of the VMFA

1954

Wall
Screen
Shade
Home
Here
This
Us
Now
How do those clothed in a second skin adopt
it to their needs and affect the skin itself?

Object vs Skin

Excuse me,
are you a thing?
Do you like to move
and sit and think
just the way
you like to move
and sit and think?
Or do you like the company
the compromise the touch
of nesting in this skin
as one?

Do objects in a space constitute another body
in the second skin or are they part of that skin?

3
5

First Skin: Resolution through self-directed navigation and ownership of moments rather than objects.

4

8

7

6

9

Collection
Retail
Runway

Details throughout space.

Second Skin: Resolution through folding of views and space; blending visitors with exhibits.

Object: If interaction with the object is continuous with how you wear the space, it is part of that skin.

Presentation board two, 36” x 72”.

closure
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